Hello,
I am pleased to see that the Republicans are taking a stand against the Biden administration’s overreach
on our Second Amendment rights. I am massively in favor of HB62 for the simple reason that the
founding father’s gave the state’s this right in the construction of Federalism. Simply put, Ohio does not
have the same standards as liberal states who wish to dismantle our constitution. The State of Ohio has
the authority to supersede federal law, and this has been widely used for different political issues such
as ‘Sanctuary States’ regarding Illegal Immigration. While I do not agree with California’s take on
handling the immigration crisis, I understand they have a right to push back against federal laws. We
have the same ability and it should be exercised to preserve our second amendment.
A large percentage of individuals who support Republicans do not even feel confident in the legitimacy
of this last election; executive orders from the Biden administration are not representative of the
country’s voice. Furthermore, the Republican Party is in danger of fracturing because the establishment
wants to placate Democrats, instead of preserving our constitution and fighting back the way President
Trump did. We certainly will not support a party that does not uphold the constitution, especially with
matters relating to the First and Second Amendments. I urge you to take the fighting spirit of President
Trump’s commitment to America free from socialism, and push back again their continual overreach
against our God given rights.
Remember, their ultimate goal is to control each of our lives. They must strip our Second Amendment,
along with the First, in order to exercise their control. I know it will eventually happen because those
who seek power, meaning though who seek to govern over the people, will never be satisfied with the
power they have. My hope is the Ohio Republican Legislators push that unfortunate reality down the
road by enacting HB62.
Sincerely,
Logan Basso
1512 32nd St NE
Canton, Ohio 44714

